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Abstract - Now a day’s financial fraud such as concealment

of information. So always value and attribute pair does not
dependent on any one said above. Money laundering is
totally different from value pair, in some cases its highly
influencing from financial data, political data, social
,scientific data and last but not least technical data. On other
side some commerce data are auto correlated.

of money is a serious issue, which makes our society step
towards in to criminal activity. The money concealment not
only harm individual but also harmful to our environment of
society. This type of money concealment may be they use for
illegal activity like terrorism. To detect this type of network is
very difficult task and network is also so complex to find out.
The trading and transaction reveals the interaction between
the entities involved and outlier pattern detects the fraud
pattern, thus our proposed method is useful to detect not only
fraud detection but also it reveals the fraud pattern. All
existing system detects only whether fraud happened or not
but outliers detects type of fraud, what are entities involved,
timings of fraud and its pattern.

Some features of trading commerce properties are
identical, feature properties don’t club the interaction
information in data. The relation between business entities
shows the potential causality, business on going, outliers
information and ups and downs of a commerce. Graph based
mining methods are one of the important theories that used
to find out the relation between data, entities, the outlier
detection is suspicious criminal activity. Exploring graph
based method gives new perspectives for fraud identification
and enable us to do advance research on financial fraud. And
activities of fraud detection based on graph. Graph based
methods are provides two important features i.e. One is
fraud identification and other one is fraud tracing method. In
this paper we have focussed on how to identify the fraud
cases, what is type of fraud, when it happened and what are
the methodologies are used. In this paper we would like
develop whole frame work for how to use both graph matrix
and feature matrix. A feature matrix is set of features that
characterized a given set of linguistic units with respect to a
finite set of properties.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years financial fraud cases are increased
dramatically such as concealing of money, credit card fraud,
Account hacking etc. All these funds may goes in to illegal
activity may be called criminal purpose like terrorism, this
effects not only individual but also to society, group of
companies, institutions and economy of nation.
This type of illegal money laundering arise the question on
security of nation. Concealment of money involved different
entities and different money laundering network. Usually
concealment of money defined as process of money
laundering by illegally. Unfortunately real word situation is
different when consider Free-Trade Zone, here exchange of
trades and goods are involved in a complex network .In FTZ
concealing of money detection difficult to detect and rectify
the situation. Consider example of money laundering involve
trades, goods, misrepresentation of price, quality and
quantity of item. In the field of data mining there is growing
need for robust, reliable outliers detection system. Although
research has been done in this area, little of it has focused on
graph based data. Most are mining techniques search for
outlier attributes, considering objects distance in the full
data space, these methods fall prey to randomly distributed
attributes combination.

In lexical semantics, feature matrices can be used
determine the meaning of specific word fields. Ex: Suppose
take an example of two genders male and female If we
indicate male as minus the female as star disorders due to
excessive Internet Usage every year is drastically increasing.
The remnant of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the Background or the related work of our
scheme. Section III describes preliminaries. Section IV
describes the Conclusion.

2. BACKGROUND
Financial fraud is an important problem that has been
researched within diverse research areas and application
domains. Many outliers techniques have been specifically
developed for certain application domains, while others are
more generic. This survey tries to provide a structured and
comprehensive overview of the research on outliers
detection. We have grouped existing techniques into different

Several outliers methods are based on attribute value pair
that are collected from transaction data. But some other data
may collected from supervised and unsupervised collection
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categories based on underlying approach adopted by each
technique.
Pattern matching detection refers to the problem of finding
pattern in data that do not confirm to expected behavior.
These non-conforming patterns usually called as anomalies,
outliers or discordant observation, exception, aberrations,
surprises or peculiarities.
1.

Defining a normal region that encompasses every
possible normal behavior is very difficult. In
addition, the boundary between normal and outliers
behavior is often not precise.

2.

When outliers are the result of malicious action, the
malicious adversaries often adapt themselves to
make the outliers observation appear normal,
thereby making the task of defining normal behavior
more difficult.

3.

Availability of labeled data for training/validation of
models used by anomaly detection techniques is
usually a major issue.

4.

Often the information contains noise that tends to be
similar to the original outliers and hence is difficult
to differentiate and remove. These are the some of
the challenges faced by while detection of pattern.

5.

Outlier is major task in data analysis. Outlier are
objects that highly deviate from regular objects in
their local neighborhood. In application such as
fraud detection analysis is suspicious and
unexpected object.

6.

For the evaluation process by using synthetic and
real word data to the effectiveness and efficiency of
proposed paper.

7.

The Outlier identification process it detects the
problem of complex network as well as pattern
identification.

on all these data we can assume that something not well in
the transaction. So like this some percentage of frauds with
outlier identification can be judged.
Trade based money laundering is also considered as one of
the big issue in recent years, laundered money may be used
for the terrorist activities. Illegal laundering money may
cause harm to the economy of the country, organization,
group of companies and education centers. The international
trade system is clearly subjected to a wide range of risk and
vulnerabilities that can be exploited by criminal organization
and terrorist financiers. Because these factors trade market
faces several problems and risk. This also affects the growth
of the Nation.
The idea behind this paper is finding anomalies along with
pattern matching, in graph based data where the anomalies
substructure in a graph is part of normative. The concept of
finding pattern that similar to frequent, or good, pattern, is
different from most looks like something unusual or bad
pattern. Till now we focused on only anomaly, pattern
matching and outlier identification but in actual we don’t
concentrate on the effects of anomaly attacks. Anomaly
detection is an essential component of the protection against
novel attacks. Anomaly attack depends on many factors like
entropy, conditional entropy, information gain and
information cost for anomaly detection. Now a question that
arises is what is entropy and the answer is it is a measure of
number of possible arrangements of items. The best example
of entropy is solid wood burns and becomes ash, smoke and
gases. These outliers can be detected on basis of instance
based learning.
In financial frauds there are number of varieties it may be
simple crime, complex crime, now if we consider a simple
crime like misrepresentation of prices, quality or quantity of
goods on invoice, wrong presentation of delivered address
etc. .Considering all types of frauds totally we call it as service
based money laundering. Trade based money laundering has
divided frauds as different categories…

The outlier detection and anomaly feature identification
consist of various factors by choosing and observing them we
can conclude the related fraud or crimes as well. Suppose
consider example of two graph’s having many nodes, edges
too, now if we take graph having four points or dots each
edge connected by node and in that all nodes are at same
distance so, at this situation if any wrong thing happened in
the graph then automatically it will affect other three of the
points. Same as in the social networking area if any person or
even a client behaves abnormally, we can consider a situation
as oddity. Just as graph example here in fraud identification
method, considering anomaly factors like observing neighbor
client details or observing client background like weather his
regular to any online site, his regular in paying payments,
his/her bank details ,credit or debit card numbers depending
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A criminal organization exports a relatively small
amount of scrap, but relatively they are shown in
papers as huge amount of goods weight.

2.

They generate fake bills and bill numbers.

3.

While the process of shipping time only they hack
the goods and transferred to other place.

4.

Fraud companies mention falls described goods and
services.

5.

Not only they mislead the organization ,they also
mislead govt. of nation.
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They misprint the tax amount also. By this type of
crime they it affects the economy of country.

cases on day to day life. To detect the fraud in this case firstly
observe the data sets available in related properties and
those values are compared with fraud scenario.

In certain cases they there is no transparency to their
business ,they hide all their goods’ details, pricing of the
product, weight of material , quality they using and whom it
has to be send. Not only in trade field even in banking sectors
also so many frauds are happened in our daily life like ATM
fraud, online banking fraud, entering wrong CVV, less balance
fraud, under balance frauds. Because of all types of crimes
only our paper gives solution to at least some percentage of
crime rates will be reduced using pattern matching and
outliers, solve online fraud, offline
frauds. At least to avoid or some percentage level of fraud
should be controlled using some solutions like
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4. Credit Card Fraud
Credit card fraud is most common to seen in daily life. This is
wide ranging term for theft and fraud committed using or
involving payment card, such as debit or debit card, as a
fraudulent source of funds in a transactions.
5. Transport Company Fraud
This is also one of the fraud happening now a days, suppose
some body book vehicle for goods transportation and at the
time of payment they enter wrong pin or CVV. By using
outlier pattern matching we can detect the crime.

The countries should have information where trade
data and relevant financial information are being
stored.
Banks should have each and every customer’s details
and organizations doing heavy transactions with the
banks.
Every country should have a special crime
organization and that works 24 hours with fast
communication.
Appoint skilled people to identify the crime and its
pattern.
All information about every citizen of nation should
be secured in database, there is no chance to hack
the data.

6. Online Shopping Fraud
This type crimes so common in today’s world while doing
online shopping user should be so careful to use his/her
credit or debit card. These crimes also known by the
proposed frame work.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed system Financial fraud detection along with
pattern matching which can perform fraud detection based
on feature and similarity matrix simultaneously.
It introduces the new way of detecting not only the fraud and
related data set but also which are involved in as same as
pattern matching along with source of fraud where when
and what type of fraud happens.

By considering above points at least some amount of crime
level will be decreased.
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The main aim is to detect financial fraud detection along with
pattern matching with respect to given problem.
To do this we have to go through some of the factors Those
are as follows:
1. Fabricated Data
Technically the fabricated data is small part of data base. We
only extract the 150 financial entries and up to 2500
transaction from the data sets then we inject fraud pattern in
to the fabricated data.
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